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On October 27 th  Governor Linda Lingle unveiled a so-
called "plan" for rail transit. Transportation systems are 
complex things. They require highly specific planning 
and well researched ridership, cost, and revenue 
projections. Most importantly, they need a dedicated 
source of local revenue to match federal funding. The 
sound bite solutions presented by Governor Lingle didn't 
even come close to meeting the criteria. 

Subsequently, the Governor backpedaled away from the 
single most important requirement for transit- revenue 
for the local funding share. Her transit plan, it turns out, 
was nothing more than a political photo op, as she 
shifted responsibility for a tax measure back to the 
Honolulu City Council- exactly where the issue failed 11 
years ago. 

Now I'm in trouble for saying so. In a recent Advertiser 
story the Governor's spokesman, Lenny Klompus, boils 
over with quotes denouncing me for not playing my 
assigned role as a prop in the Lingle photo session. 
Let's look at some of these quotes: 

"When was the last time the Congressman issued a 
plan to deal with congestion in his district?" 
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I don't issue plans to my district or any other. I 
implement legislation from our communities which 
reflect their concerns. When it comes to transportation, 
we in Congress are servants of the State and City. These 
local jurisdictions have the planners, engineers and other 
professionals to develop the proposals. The 
congressional delegation's job is to secure federal 
funding for plans that meet the minimum requirements 
of credibility and local share financing. Governor 
Lingle's announcement fails on both counts. 

My comments "lack bipartisanship." 

Former Mayor Frank Fasi was a Republican, and I 
fought hard for federal funds for his Administration's 
rail transit proposal. Our party differences had no affect 
whatever on my willingness to do it. The difference 
between the Governor Lingle's proposal and Mayor 
Fasi's is that the Mayor had a serious plan and a 
commitment to raising the local share. Governor Lingle 
has neither. When Governor Lingle was Mayor of Maui, 
the Delegation and I supported funding for every Maui 
transportation priority forwarded to us. 

"Last I checked, there were more than 400 Members 
of Congress." 

Presumably this is a threat to ignore the Hawaii 
delegation and enlist Members of Congress from other 
states to secure transit funding for Hawaii. There's 
fierce competition in Congress for limited transit funds. 
The first place committees look when they receive a 
transit proposal is to the Representatives and Senators 
from the area to be served. If support from the local 
delegation isn't there, the funding won't be there either. 
In fact, the House Committee on Transportation and 
Infrastructure specifically requires all District project 
requests to have a single primary sponsoring Member 
from that district as part of a 9-point Application [see 
pdf attachment at bottom]. The Application must be 
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accompanied by a 21-point Project Evaluation to include 
a project schedule, a project plan, and whether a full 
funding grant agreement is in place. Not one word 
regarding any element of the Application or the Project 
Evaluation is on my desk as I write this. 

"Abercrombie did not send a representative to the 
meetings" [of State and Federal transportation 
officials]. 

Before the October 27th photo op, my office received an 
invitation to exactly one meeting. One of my staffers 
attended and sat through a routine presentation of 
transportation alternatives. There was no hint that rail 
was about to rise from the ashes. The only invitation 
we've received since then was to a December 10th 
meeting that was subsequently canceled by the Lingle 
Administration. 

If anyone thinks I'm anti-rail, they should look at the 
record. I fought hard in the early '90s for federal 
funding for HRT. We secured congressional approval 
for more than $600 million, only to see it disappear 
when the local cost share melted away. Rail has much to 
recommend it, but we learned from experience that it 
requires a large measure of political will and genuine 
commitment. So far, those traits are notably scarce in 
Governor Lingle's approach to transit. 

I have a file bulging with requests for congressional help 
from Governor Lingle and her appointees. The topics 
include emergency preparedness, beach erosion, 
highway funding, crime control, and on and on and on. 
I've worked to honor every one of those requests, just as 
I've done with her predecessors. A little less talk story 
and a little more take action is in order. I'm happy to 
cooperate with a serious transit request from Governor 
Lingle, but I won't be a prop for a stage managed photo 
op. 
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Click here for PDF 
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